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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina Impiö

The aim of the Cloud Teacher Education is to find and share
innovative teacher education practices, to discuss them, to
analyze them and to learn from them. Central questions are
why is this teaching practice innovative, and what factors
support and do not support (beginning) teachers’ agentic
behavior and feeling of ownership through these practices.

Preparing student teachers for future 
education

Technology-enhanced
learning

(Student)
Teacher
Agency

Innovative Teacher 
Education

Creative Teaching Methods
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöThis cloud involves the professional development of

teachers and trainers (post initial teacher education), roles
of educators & mentors and professional identity.

Come and join us! Building a community: educators
meeting each other!

COORDINATORS

Professional Development

EDUCATORS’ 
PROFESSIONALISATION

Roles of Educators

Educators as Researchers

Professional Identity

Henderijn Heldens
h.heldens@fontys.nl

Nanke Dokter
n.dokter@fontys.nl





STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöCloud 3 is about different ways to approach collaborative

learning, Lifelong Learning and teaching quality
improvement. Cloud 3 is interested in exploring participants’
collective insights into e.g. collaborative research, design,
ontological methods and tools where research and practice
meet.

COORDINATORS

Ilona Laakkonen
Ilona.laakkonen

@jamk.fi

Creative Collaboration

International Collaboration

Lifelong Learning

Innovative Teaching & Learning 





INNOVATION IN
EDUCATION: IMPROVING 

LEARNING AND WELL-BEING
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Coördinators
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Learning from the emerging future.
The learner as co-creator of powerful learning environments.
The educator as generative coach.
Co-sensing and actualising highest future possibilities.
Co-shaping a better future using Theory U.

eapril.org/cloud-4 & linkedin.com/groups/7066346
Zarina M. Charlesworth
zarina.charlesworth@he-arc.ch

Els Laenens
els.laenens@uantwerp.be

Evolution of Education: four stages from 1.0 to 4.0
Education Orientation Learner Educator

1.0 input and authority passive recipient authority

2.0 output and testing memorizing input expert

3.0 student and learning exploring new
questions facilitator

4.0 co-creation and 
innovation

co-shaping the
future

generative
coach

Education 4.0 needs U!

Welcome! 
COORDINATORS
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöThis Cloud is about innovating Human Resource

Development and all forms of learning (from informal to
formal) at the workplace. The setting is all levels of
education and workplaces outside education. Every
research method is welcome. The aim is to do research
together and in the end become an innovation lab.

COORDINATORS

Jorg Holle
joerg.holle@uni-

muenster.de

Arnoud Evers
arnoud.evers@ou.nl

HRD

Learning @ Workplace

Corporate Learning

Leadership in Learning

Innovation

For more information just contact us… 

@the conference in person
@via mail 
@via LinkedIN
@via Twitter (@JoergHolle, @arntevers)

Don‘t
miss

 our
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ICT, MEDIA AND 
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöThis cloud involves studies and projects related to

educational environments in which ICT and new media
play a central role for enhancing formal and informal
learning within the educational context as well as in the
organizational and corporate learning context.

COORDINATOR

Ning Ding
n.ding@pl.hanze.nl

Technology Enhanced Learning

Learning Analytics

ICT enabled Lifelong Learning

Collaborative Education

Social Media and Learning
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöThis cloud focuses on optimising practice-based research

and the use of research-based knowledge in practice.

COORDINATORS

Anje Ros
a.ros@fontys.nl

Linda Sontag
l.sontag@nwo.nl

Research Culture in Schools 

Teacher Research

Knowledge Use

Creating impact

Evidence Informed Practice





DIVERSITY & EQUALITY
IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina Impiö

An arena for educational and learning development
practitioners and researchers to explore and develop
knowledge, understanding and practice of equality,
diversity and inclusivity within the workforce.

Follow us on Twitter - @Cloud8EAPRIL

COORDINATORS

Anthony Thorpe
a.thorpe@roehampton.ac.uk

Nick Gee
nick.gee@bcu.ac.uk

Workforce Equality

Diversity as a Resource

Enabling Work Environments

Participation and Belonging

Organisation and Human Diversity

Inclusive Practice

Wellbeing and Emotional Intelligence





SOUNDS & ARTS
IN TRANSVERSAL LEARNING
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina Impiö

This Cloud invites everyone with interest to discuss and
collaborate on aesthetics, multisensory experiences and
designerly approaches to learning. We focus on
pedagogies and instruction with sound and the arts as
grounds for education in five main topic areas.

Cloud 9 Sound signature: https://youtu.be/cJsqdOLG8bc

COORDINATORS

Kaarina Marjanen
kaarina.marjanen@tuni.fi

Hubert Gruber
hubert.gruber@ph-noe.ac.at

Dialogical Networks

Research in & out of classroom

Methods & Processes

Learning & Environments

Curriculum & Design

Art of Teaching

https://youtu.be/cJsqdOLG8bc
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Coördinators
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This Cloud invites everyone who wants to discuss and exchange
experiences regarding assessment. Within the field of assessment all
topics are valid: from forms of assessment to assessment literacy! The
cloud is intended to be a platform within which research(outcomes),
experiences regarding construction and delivering can be shared and
discussed with peers!

Exchange good ideas and

experiences

Research on assessment

Methods and effects

Exploring the relationship
between assessment and learningBuilding assessment literacy

Ways of assessment

IT’S ALL ABOUT ASSESSMENT

COORDINATORS

Jeroen van der Linden 
jeroen.vanderlinden@

han.nl

Fer Boei
f.boei@windesheim.nl





PRACTICE-BASED 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöThis cloud is a network for researchers and practitioners who

want to exchange and create knowledge about innovative
practice-based research methods. The aim of the cloud is to
identify possibilities and issues concerning the relevance, the
rigor and the ethics of doing practice-based research.

COORDINATORS

Niek van den Berg
n.van.den.berg@aeres.nl

Marco Mazereeuw
marco.mazereeuw@nhlstenden.com

Lisette Munneke
lisette.munneke@hu.nl

Practice-based research

Practitioner research

Innovative methods

From cases to framework

Relevance, rigor and ethics
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina ImpiöCloud 12 is open to practitioners and researchers who are

interested in leadership in education. The cloud involves
practice-based studies and projects related to leadership in
primary, secondary and higher education.

COORDINATORS

Anje Ros
a.ros@fontys.nl

Loes van Wessum
l.van.wessum@
windesheim.nl

Professional development of leaders

Distributed leadership

Leading a culture of inquiry 

Stimulating teacher learning
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Coördinators
Essi Vuopala, Niina Impiö

COORDINATORS

Pieter Seuneke
p.seuneke@aeres.nl

Ellen Rohaan
e.rohaan@fontys.nl

Cloud 13 is expanding into becoming a vibrant
international network for starting (EAPRIL)
researchers. The exciting road towards becoming a
practice-based researcher is our main subject. On
this journey, the cloud aims to provide starting
(EAPRIL) researchers an informal platform to learn,
exchange ideas, find support, meet, socialise etc.

Interested? Join our sessions 
and jump in!
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This cloud is a platform open to any practice based research that
shows, critically evaluates, or comprehensively endorses real
practices of organizational learning.
Organizational learning covers many processes of change in,
individual and shared thought and action, which is affected by and
embedded in the institutions of an organization. An organization is
defined as a decision-driven social order.
Each year we focus on a specific theme!

COORDINATOR

Tom De Schryver
info@eapril.org

Let’s incubate new ideas

On organizational learning

During the conference

Via Thematic tracks

Let’s spin the wheel

Set a new cloud theme for 
future conferences

Between the 
conferences

Via Fishbowls

Let’s  brainstorm

at your premises


